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Abstract: Peak gain wavelength tuning via the gain-lever effect is demonstrated in segmented contact InP quantum dot
Fabry–Perot lasers. A tuning range of 6.5 ± 0.1 nm was recorded in the lasing spectra of a 1.9 mm long broad area
device operating at 22°C. The authors clarify the nature of the tuning mechanism and identify the critical material and
device parameters that determine the limits of the wavelength tuning range.
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Introduction

2

Wavelength tunable semiconductor lasers are important for
applications in telecoms [1, 2] and optical sensing [3–5]. Recently,
the emergence of new ﬂuorochromes for biosensing applications
and the desire for improved excitation of old ones have led to an
increasing demand for visible wavelength tunable lasers [6]. As
with telecoms and gas sensing applications, large tuning ranges
and fast tuning rates are desirable but linewidth constraints are
somewhat relaxed due to the broad excitation bandwidth of the
ﬂuorochromes. Furthermore, when considering the miniaturisation
of biosensor technologies to chip-based platforms, fabrication and
operational simplicity becomes essential.
There are three main approaches to wavelength tuning with
semiconductor lasers: external cavity lasers (ECLs) [7], distributed
feedback (DFB) arrays [8] and sampled-grating distributed Bragg
reﬂector (SG-DBR) devices [9]. While the tuning ranges that can
be achieved using these approaches are comparable, typically tens
of nanometres, ECLs and DFB devices, where the tuning control
mechanisms are the movement of a mirror and the temperature
control of the refractive index, respectively, have tuning rates that
are slow (∼ ms). SG-DBR devices, on the other hand, can have
fast tuning rates (of the order of nanoseconds) but precise control
of as many as ﬁve separate inputs is required to isolate the desired
wavelength making them more complex to manufacture and
operate. In each of these approaches, a mode selection ﬁlter
generated by optical feedback is tuned across the material gain
spectrum to select a single axial mode of the laser cavity. Provided
there is sufﬁcient optical gain at the wavelength of the selected
mode, the device will lase. The wavelength of the laser, therefore,
is not determined by the peak of the gain spectrum as it is in a
simple Fabry–Perot (FP) laser, but by the peak of the optical
feedback spectrum.
Wavelength tuning is possible in FP lasers using the gain-lever
effect to vary the optical path length of the laser cavity [10].
However, the tuning range available with this mechanism is
limited to one axial mode spacing. In this work, we demonstrate
how large-scale wavelength tuning can be achieved in FP lasers
using the gain-lever effect to tune the wavelength peak of an InP
quantum dot active material. This tuning is both rapid (sub-μs) and
can be implemented in a simple structure that is easily fabricated,
ideal for chip-based bio-sensing applications. Gain-levered
quantum dot lasers can also offer enhanced modulation bandwidth
[11]. We determine the limits of the tuning range and describe
how device design can be optimised to generate the maximum
tuning range for a given material.
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2.1

Gain-lever effect
Wavelength tuning

A consequence of the sub-linear gain-carrier density relations found
in semiconductor lasers is that a differential current injection along
the length of a laser cavity, via a segmented electrical contact [10],
provides a mechanism for controlling the above threshold average
carrier density of the laser cavity: the gain-lever effect [12]. Fig. 1
is a schematic diagram of 50 μm oxide isolated stripe segmented
contact cleaved facet lasers used in this work. The segmented
contacts are electrically isolated (∼800 Ω inter-contact resistance)
by etching the metal contact and the highly p doped GaAs from
the upper surface of the semiconductor in a 4 μm wide channel
between sections.
Assuming that above threshold gain pins at its threshold value,
gth, then
 
 
gth L = g n1 S1 + g n2 S2

(1)

where g(n) is the material gain as a function of carrier density n and
S1 and S2 are cavity section lengths, deﬁned by the segmented
contact, that sum to the total cavity length, L. For a material with
a sub-linear gain characteristic, such as that in Fig. 2, it is clear
from (1) that a small reduction in the carrier density of section 1,
n1, demands a large increase in that of section 2, n2, in order for
the device to maintain laser action. Consequently, the average
carrier density above threshold is not pinned and can be varied.
The carrier density dependence of the refractive index thus allows
the optical path length of the laser cavity to also be varied above
threshold and, as a result, the wavelengths of the cavity modes to
be tuned over a range that is of the order of one mode spacing
[10]. For a 1 mm long laser emitting at 720 nm, this equates to a
modest tuning range of ∼0.1 nm.
2.2

Enhanced wavelength tuning

The wavelength tuning mechanism described in Section 2.1 assumes
that gain is a function of carrier density alone. This is only true if the
peak of the gain spectrum does not vary with carrier density. In
reality, the spectral position of the gain peak is a product of the
density of states distribution in the material and probability of
those states being occupied. In most traditional materials such as
bulk or quantum wells large changes in gain requirement can be
satisﬁed with small changes in transition energy and the
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Fig. 1 Oxide isolated stripe laser with the p-contact contact patterned into
two segments with lengths S1 and S2 and operated at current densities J1 and
J2, respectively
Fig. 4 Gain spectra for the average carrier densities in sections 1and 2
(with a length ratio of 1:4) indicating how the lasing wavelength is
determined by (2). A red shift by section 2 produces a corresponding blue
shift in section 1 but asymmetry in the gradient of the gain spectra results
in a net red shift of the laser

Fig. 2 Gain against carrier density relation of a laser with a sub-linear
gain characteristic showing how a reduction in the section 2 carrier
density, n2, produces an increase in section 2 carrier density, n1

assumption of wavelength independence is approximately correct
with the tuning range dominated by the refractive index change.
On the other hand, self-assembled quantum dot materials, with
states distributed over a broad range of energies, can exhibit
extremely large peak gain blue shifts with increasing current
density. The net modal gain and absorption spectra of an InP
quantum dot material, measured using the segmented contact
method [13], are plotted in Fig. 3. The active region of this sample
consists of ﬁve layers of self-assembled InP dots in 8 nm wide
wells
each
separated
by
a
16 nm
Ga0.51In0.49P
(Al0.3Ga0.7)0.51In0.49P barrier layer within a (Al0.3Ga0.7)InP/
Al0.51In0.49P core/cladding waveguide.

The large peak gain spectral blue shift exhibited by this material
system gives rise to an additional, potentially much enhanced,
gain-levered tuning mechanism.
As with the refractive index tuning, and in accordance with (1), a
reduction of the gain of one section must be compensated for by an
increase in gain supplied by the other if laser action is to be
maintained. However, in wavelength-dependent gain media, g(n,
l), the lasing mode, which must correspond to the wavelength that
experiences highest average round trip gain, does not simply
follow the gain peak of either of the individual section, but rather
falls at some point between them. Differentiating (1) w.r.t.
wavelength yields the following condition
S2 ·

(2)

In other words, the wavelength of the lasing mode in the gain-levered
device can be approximated as the point where the gradients of the
section-length weighted gain spectra of each individual section are
equal and opposite, see Fig. 4.
Consequently, a reduction in section 2 carrier density brings about
a corresponding reduction in the gain peak in that section but also
shifts the peak to longer wavelength. The compensating increase
in section 1 carrier density, required to maintain lasing, increases
the gain but also shifts the gain peak to shorter wavelengths.
Asymmetry in the gain spectrum produces a net wavelength shift
towards longer wavelengths and therefore provides a means of
tuning the lasing wavelength.

2.3

Fig. 3 InP quantum dot net modal gain spectra measured as a function of
injection current density exhibit a large peak gain blue shift with increasing
injection





d g n2 , l
d g n1 , l
= −S1 ·
dl
dl

Enhanced wavelength tuning limits

The tuning range that can be accessed with this enhanced tuning
mechanism ultimately depends on the shape of the material gain
spectrum and how it varies with carrier density. Nevertheless,
fundamental upper and lower wavelength limits can be deﬁned in
terms of device input parameters, namely the current densities
applied to each section.
The short-wavelength limit occurs when the current densities in
the two sections are equal that is J1 = J2. At this point the gain
peaks of the two sections are aligned and so the lasing wavelength
corresponds to mode that is closest to the peak. This point is
therefore ﬁxed by the threshold gain requirement of the laser and
so is set by ﬁxed device parameters such as the total cavity length
and the reﬂectivity of the laser facets.
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The long wavelength limit, as we deﬁne it here, occurs when only
one of the sections is forward biased while the other is electrically
unpumped. The un-pumped section then acts as a long-pass ﬁlter
suppressing lasing at the peak of the other section. This
long-wavelength limit is not quite as clearly deﬁned as the
short-wavelength limit as it will blue shift slightly above threshold
with increasing output power as the un-pumped section is optically
pumped by the pumped section. The long-wavelength limit could
clearly be extended to longer wavelengths by applying reverse bias
to the un-pumped section and red shifting the absorption edge via
the Stark effect. However, this amounts to the introduction of an
active loss element which constitutes a very different type of
tuning mechanism to the one under discussion here.
Within these limits the lasing wavelength can theoretically be
tuned continuously by simply varying the ratio of the input currents.

3

Results

To demonstrate the principle, in practice, the output spectra of a 1.9
mm long gain levered 50 μm wide oxide isolated stripe laser with
InP dot active region and section length ratio 1:3.75 are plotted in
Fig. 5 for the limiting cases described in Section 2.3. The tuning
range of the device is taken as the difference between the peaks
of the long- and short-wavelength limits, which in this case is
Δl = (6.5 ± 0.1) nm.

Tested up to a front facet output power of 35 mW, the lasing
wavelengths that set the long- and short-wavelength limits of the
tuning range remain ﬁxed. Above this value, lasing from side
modes begins to affect the limits of the tuning range: for the
short-wavelength limit, where the device is effectively operating as
a single contact laser, this is a consequence of state ﬁlling in the
quantum dot material. For the long-wavelength limit, modes
appearing at wavelengths shorter than the limit are thought to
result from the optical pumping mechanism described above.
In Fig. 6 the tuning range, as deﬁned above, is plotted against
varying section 2 length for a ﬁxed overall device length of 1.9 mm.
Initially, the tuning range increases with increasing section 2
length, but, at a length of 0.4 mm (S2/S1 = 0.21), it reaches a peak
and for S2 = 0.5 reduces. The reduction of the tuning range at
larger section 2 lengths is thought to result from section 2 blue
shifting due to optical pumping. For a given material and a given
device length, therefore, there exists an optimum section length
ratio for the maximum tuning range.

4
4.1

Discussion
General device design rules

From these experimental observations we deﬁne a set of general
design rules for the maximisation of the enhanced wavelength
tuning range of a gain-levered device.
(i) The total cavity length should be as short as possible whilst
maintaining the capacity for laser action when one section is
un-biased. This maximises the blue shift of the short-wavelength
tuning limit whilst allowing the full tuning range to be accessed.
(ii) Section 2 should be made as large as possible. This gives the
largest red shift when un-pumped and therefore produces the
largest overall tuning range.
(iii) The upper limit on the length of section 2 is theoretically when
it equals that of section 1 that is S2 = S1. However, if section 2 is
made longer than the optimum value, as is demonstrated in Fig. 6,
the long-wavelength tuning limit starts to reduce due to the optical
pumping effect. Ultimately the critical section 2 length is
determined by the material gain parameters and therefore must be
measured.

Fig. 5 Lasing spectra of a 1.9 mm long device with a section length ratio of
1:3.75 showing the long- (dashed curve) and short (black curve)-wavelength
limits with current densities (J1 = 987 A/cm2, J2 = 0 A/cm2) and (J1 = J2 =
326 A/ cm2), respectively. Current densities of (J1 = 747 A/cm2, J2 = 25 A/
cm2) were used to produce the intermediate wavelength lasing spectrum
(grey curve)

4.2

For a cleaved facet device, the lower limit on the total cavity length,
set by design rule 1 in Section 4.1, is determined by the amount of
optical gain that is available and the current density that can be
supplied. The tuning range can therefore be increased by
increasing the amount of gain provided by the material system. In
the InP dot material the current density can be signiﬁcantly
reduced and to some extent the gain available can be increased by
optimising the gallium fraction, x of the GaxIn1-xP material in the
upper conﬁning layer of the quantum dots [14]. The gain available
can also be increased by increasing the dot density or by
increasing the total number of DWELL layers in the active region.
The latter effect increases the gain without affecting the dot state
distribution and so has no detrimental effect on the
long-wavelength limit. To increase the dot state distribution still
further, there are a number of options that have previously been
used to extend the emission range of superluminescent LEDs such
as changing the composition [14] or the width [15] of the wells in
the DWELL or optimising the post-growth rapid thermal annealing
temperature [16].

5
Fig. 6 Tuning range of 1.9 mm long segmented contact lasers plotted as a
function of increasing section 2 length. The saturation of the tuning range
with larger section 2 lengths is caused by optical pumping. The polynomial
data ﬁt (dashed curve) has been included as a guide to the eye.
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Material design

Conclusions

Wavelength tuning in segmented contact lasers via the gain-lever
effect results from two distinct mechanisms: refractive index
tuning and material gain peak tuning. The degree to which each of
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these mechanisms contributes to wavelength tuning depends on the
distribution of electronic states within the material itself. When the
material gain peak tuning effect dominates we see a continuous
wavelength tuning enhancement of around two orders of
magnitude compared with that possible via the refractive index
tuning effect that is one mode spacing. The total tuning range that
can be achieved in a given material system can be maximised by
optimising the device design parameters: total cavity length and
the segmented contact length ratios.
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